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Transitions in Leadership Lead to a New Phase of Growth for Taylor
 
CINCINNATI, OH — June 01, 2021 — Taylor Logistics Inc., a Cincinnati-based third-party logistics solutions 
provider, is thrilled to announce its next growth phase with two strategic leadership changes. These strategic 
initiatives will focus on continuous improvement and heightening Taylor’s customer-centric focus.
 
Grant Taylor Shifts to a New Role as Chief Operating Officer 

To focus more on his passion — advancing and enhancing Taylor’s operational processes through technology, 
communication, and design — seventh-generation Grant Taylor has decided to concentrate specifically on 
his role as Chief Operating Officer. As COO, Grant looks forward to further developing his relationship with 
Taylor’s partners, and he is dedicated to improving operational excellence and leading Taylor’s
corporate strategy.

“This promotion is so well deserved as Grant has had tremendous success leading change and improving 
efficiencies across the board at Taylor,”  Said Rex Taylor, Taylor Logistics sixth-generation owner, and 
President. “He will bring immediate leadership and focus to a variety of critical operational initiatives and 
growth strategies.”

AJ Raaker becomes Taylor’s Director of Warehouse Operations

In conjunction with Grant’s shift to COO, team Taylor is excited to announce AJ Raaker as the new Director of 
Warehouse Operations to help lead the company into its expansion phase, development, and continuing to 
foster operational excellence.

AJ will continue to bring his exceptional energy, values, discipline, and vision to our diverse, passionate team 
in his new role. For the past 13 years, AJ has been with Taylor with an operational background specializing in 
solving competitive challenges, reimagining products, services, technology systems, and extensive expertise 
in management and logistics.

Taylor is delighted to congratulate Grant and AJ on their new roles and couldn’t be more confident about 
future opportunities.

About Taylor Logistics, Inc. 
Taylor Logistics Inc. is the Nation’s Most Progressive Family Owned logistics company. From their founding in 1850 
to today, Taylor is currently in sixth and seventh-generation ownership. Taylor’s passion is finding solutions for their 
customers through their various services. From warehousing both contract and public, freight brokerage, packaging, 
kitting, drayage, and trucking. All of which are customizable and technology-driven. Their 170 years of logistics 
experience have proven that they are not merely a vendor for your company – they are an extension of your team with a 
clear understanding of our responsibility to replicate your organization’s strategic business goals. 
Go to www.taylorlogistics.com
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